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This is a simple app that allows you to track fuel mileage for your vehicle. From main page, you can choose from eight different
tabs to select your vehicle. There are two tabs: mileage tab and fuel tab. Mileage tab: In mileage tab, you can see the mileage of
your car. You can also find out how many miles are left and how many miles you have already driven. Fuel tab: If you wish to
find out how much gas you are using, you can simply click the fuel tab. There you will see how much gas you have left and how
much you are using. You can enter the gas station data manually to get fuel usage information. This feature will be helpful if
you are traveling or if you are on a long road trip. When I update the app, I hope that this app will be useful for you. if you need
more features, please let me know All the best! Note: -You can choose from 8 different tabs -Mileage tab can show the miles
left and mileage driven -Fuel tab can show how much gas is left in your tank My source: License: Detailed Item Information
Item Information Title: Track Gas and Fuel Mileage for Vehicles Excel Spreadsheet Description: This is a simple app that
allows you to track fuel mileage for your vehicle. From main page, you can choose from eight different tabs to select your
vehicle. There are two tabs: mileage tab and fuel tab. Mileage tab: In mileage tab, you can see the mileage of your car. You can
also find out how many miles are left and how many miles you have already driven. Fuel tab: If you wish to find out how much
gas you are using, you can simply click the fuel tab. There you will see how much gas you have left and how much you are
using. You can enter the gas station data manually to get fuel usage information. This feature will be helpful if you are traveling
or if you are on a long road trip. When I update the app, I hope that this app will be useful for you. if you need more features,
please let me know All the best! Note: -You can choose from 8 different tabs -Mile
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-Unlock fuel mileage in miles per gallon -Unlock fuel mileage in gallons per mile -Calculates the miles and gallons per day
-Automatically populates miles and gallons per day based on fuel provider -Track fuel mileage -Track fuel miles by provider
-Provides clear and simple to use UI for your Fuel Tracker -Provides clear and simple UI for your user to enter their data -Saves
all data in a JSON format -Let's you enter fuel mileage data for months, years, or by provider -Let's you enter multiple trips a
day and save your data -Presents clear and simple UI for you to enter your data -Saves your data in JSON format -Saves data for
up to two years -Remembers data from the previous day -Remembers data from the previous two weeks -Remembers data from
the previous two months -Remembers data from the previous three years -Allows you to enter different types of trips (round
trip, to-from) -Allows you to enter different types of data (miles, gallons) -Automatically populates data for you based on the
fuel provider -Automatically populates gallons for you based on the fuel provider -Automatically populates miles for you based
on the fuel provider -Automatically populates miles and gallons per day for you based on the fuel provider -Automatically
populates miles per day and gallons per day for you based on the fuel provider -Let's you enter miles or gallons in easy to use UI
-Let's you enter miles or gallons in easy to use UI -Save data in a clean and easy to use UI -Save data in a clean and easy to use
UI -Reduces the amount of data storage required -Reduces the amount of data storage required -Data is transferred via API
-Data is transferred via API -Data is transferred via API -Allows for multiple trips per day -Allows for multiple trips per day
-You can enter trips at any time -Allows for multiple fuel providers -Allows for multiple fuel providers -Allows for multiple
fuel providers -Calculates miles, gallons, and per day -Calculates miles, gallons, and per day -Allows users to find your fuel
mileage -Allows users to find your fuel mileage -Allows users to find your fuel mileage -Allows users to 77a5ca646e
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Do you need to track your fuel mileage for your vehicle easily? Perhaps you need to track the gas mileage for taxes, for your
business, figure out how much you are spending on gas, or something along those lines? If so, then this application will come in
handy for you. The application has two modes of operation: The "Quick" mode In the "Quick" mode, when the application is
launched, a dialog box will appear. You can enter the details of the vehicle that you wish to track. You can then enter your
current mileage and the target mileage. Finally, you can enter the fuel consumption per hour, the fuel consumption per 100
miles and the fuel consumption per gallon. The "Detailed" mode In the "Detailed" mode, when the application is launched, you
will be presented with the same dialog box. You will be presented with a list of all your vehicles. If you select a vehicle, the
dialog box will appear. The same options will be presented to you as above. Then, there is also a list of all your trips. If you
select a trip, the dialog box will appear. The same options will be presented to you as above. Finally, if you select a trip, the
dialog box will appear. The application has several features that will help you track your fuel consumption more efficiently. For
example, it is possible to sort the trips by their duration. The application also calculates the money that you will save by tracking
your fuel mileage and also calculates the money that you will spend if you do not track your fuel mileage. The "Quick" mode
When you launch the application, a dialog box will appear. You can enter the details of the vehicle that you wish to track. You
can then enter your current mileage and the target mileage. Finally, you can enter the fuel consumption per hour, the fuel
consumption per 100 miles and the fuel consumption per gallon. The application has several features that will help you track
your fuel consumption more efficiently. For example, it is possible to sort the trips by their duration. The application also
calculates the money that you will save by tracking your fuel mileage and also calculates the money that you will spend if you do
not track your fuel mileage. The "Detailed" mode When you launch the application, you will be presented with a dialog box.
You can select the details of all your vehicles. If you select a vehicle, the dialog box will appear. The same

What's New in the?
Do you need to track your fuel mileage for your vehicle easily? Perhaps you need to track the gas mileage for taxes, for your
business, figure out how much you are spending on gas, or something along those lines? If so, then this application will come in
handy for you. This application shows the distance, remaining fuel, speed, and fuel efficiency in miles per gallon of your
vehicle. It also shows miles per gallon of gas and miles per gallon per tank. The screen shot for this application shows the usage
of miles per gallon of gas, miles per gallon per tank and miles per gallon for the day. The screen shot also shows a list of the
major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station. This application also has a list of the most
commonly used gas stations along with distance from that gas station to the nearest city. This application also gives you
information about the highest MPG for the major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station.
You can also get a list of the MPG for the major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station. You
can also create a list of the highest MPG for the major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station.
Do you need to track your fuel mileage for your vehicle easily? Perhaps you need to track the gas mileage for taxes, for your
business, figure out how much you are spending on gas, or something along those lines? If so, then this application will come in
handy for you. This application shows the distance, remaining fuel, speed, and fuel efficiency in miles per gallon of your
vehicle. It also shows miles per gallon of gas and miles per gallon per tank.The screen shot for this application shows the usage
of miles per gallon of gas, miles per gallon per tank and miles per gallon for the day. The screen shot also shows a list of the
major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station.This application also has a list of the most
commonly used gas stations along with distance from that gas station to the nearest city.This application also gives you
information about the highest MPG for the major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station.You
can also get a list of the MPG for the major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station.You can
also create a list of the highest MPG for the major US cities along with the distance from that city to the nearest gas station.
Want to contribute a new application, or make some bug fixes to this application? Contact us. We would love to have you help
us make the iMiegoOS applications better!Substantial progress
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows 10 Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core i5 Intel Core i5 RAM: 4GB 4GB GPU: Nvidia GTX 460 (1GB GDDR5) Nvidia
GTX 460 (1GB GDDR5) HD: Windows 8.1 Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core i3 Intel Core i3 RAM: 4GB Nvidia GTX 460
(1GB GDDR5) HD: Windows 8 How to install
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